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Description

The check reagrding FE Mode for writeTemporaryFile in RteHtmlAreaApiBase does only check for existing TSFE object, however,

that isn't enough because another extension could have a crated such a object in the backend

and not removed it correctly.

Associated revisions

Revision 031c6021 - 2015-11-18 16:56 - Andreas Allacher 

[BUGFIX] RTE-API: correct check for backpath in writeTemporaryFile

\TYPO3\CMS\Rtehtmlarea\RteHtmlAreaApi::writeTemporaryFile needs to

also check regarding FE_MODE or frontend editing active like in

\TYPO3\CMS\Rtehtmlarea\RteHtmlAreaApi::getFullFileName to

resolve the backpath.

Otherwise extensions that create a TSFE object in the backend

but don't remove it, might result in wrong paths being used.

Change-Id: I7e16c4d7037d90c5dc044e5882455916e6c43a4b

Resolves: #71656

Releases: master

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/44769

Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>

Tested-by: Christian Kuhn <lolli@schwarzbu.ch>

Reviewed-by: Andreas Fernandez <typo3@scripting-base.de>

Tested-by: Andreas Fernandez <typo3@scripting-base.de>

History

#1 - 2015-11-18 16:06 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/44769

#2 - 2015-11-18 16:09 - Andreas Allacher

Can be tested by installing https://github.com/TYPO3-Solr/ext-solr/commit/b04ea3b4cdce9c19e754f47bb6f2c327f2e2fb5b, then:

1.) Open content elment

2.) save content elment (without close)

After saving RTE-Linkhandler won't open because temporary file cannot be loaded (solr adds information to index queue and generates a TSFE

object to read configuration but doesn't clean it up in that commit)

Not sure if it can be verified without a solr host being configured though.

#3 - 2015-11-18 16:55 - Christian Kuhn

- Parent task set to #69617
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#4 - 2015-11-18 17:00 - Anonymous

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 031c602170dc97f3c992ea289f39b7d36ecae6e5.

#5 - 2017-10-21 17:45 - Riccardo De Contardi

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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